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The organization of this paper is as follows: in setion 2 we present someprevious work, in setion 3 we introdue new pixel olour and geometry qualitymeasures, in setion 4 we de�ne new pixel olour and geometry ontrast mea-sures, in setion 5 we show a supersampling example, and �nally we presentour onlusions.2 Previous workMany supersampling re�nement measures have been de�ned in the literature.For a omplete survey see [6℄. These measures are based on olour intensities(image spae based) and/or geometry (objet spae based).In [8℄, Mithell presents one of the most widely used intensity measures [2℄,the ontrast, de�ned by C = Imax � IminImin + Imax (1)where Imin and Imax are the minimum and maximum light intensities respe-tively. As eah sample value onsists of three separate intensities for red, green,and blue, Mithell omputes a separate ontrast for eah one and supersam-pling is done if any ontrast is higher than a given threshold. Red, green, andblue thresholds are set to 0.4, 0.3 and 0.6 respetively, based on the relativesensitivity of the visual system.In [13℄, Simmons uses a priority value based on the above onepts (ontrastand pereption) [8, 6℄:p = 0:4rmax � rminrmin + rmax ravg + 0:3gmax � gmingmin + gmax gavg + 0:6bmax � bminbmin + bmax bavg (2)where min, max, and avg represent the minimum, maximum, and averagevalues respetively for r, g, and b olour omponents.On the other hand, a useful and simple geometri measure for re�nementis depth di�erene, used reently in image based rendering [4, 5, 10℄ and inter-ative rendering [13℄. Depth di�erene is given bypd = 1� dmindmax (3)where dmin and dmax represent minimum and maximum distane.In [11℄ we presented view-dependent information theory quality measuresfor pixel sampling and sene disretization in atland. These measures arebased on a de�nition for the mutual information of a line [12℄.3 Pixel qualityIn this setion we introdue a new pixel quality measure, the pixel entropy.



This measure will be de�ned from the information provided by the rayspassing through a pixel. Let us onsider that eah pixel ray that hits a senepoint gives us information about the distane and orientation of the hit surfaewith respet to the eye point and the olour of the hit point. From theseinformations, two di�erent quality measures are de�ned, pixel olour entropyand pixel geometri entropy, based on the olour and geometry (distane andorientation) respetively.Entropy is a relevant Information Theory measure [1, 3℄. The entropy Hof a disrete random variable X with values in the set fx1; : : : ; xng, is de�nedby H = � nXi=1 pi log pi (4)where pi = Pr[X = xi℄, the logarithms are taken in base 2, and 0 log 0 = 0 byontinuity. As � log pi represents the information (or surprise) assoiated withthe result xi, the entropy gives the average information of a random variable.When the logarithm is taken in base 2, the unit of information is alled a bit.The value of H is from 0 to logn. The maximum value is reahed when allthe probabilities have the same value ( 1n ), and the minimum value when oneof the probabilities is equal to 1.3.1 Pixel olour entropyAlthough our main objetive is to de�ne pixel olour entropy, we give a globalde�nition of entropy onerning all the rays passing through the image plane.We onsider that eah olour onsists of di�erent omponents or hannels, andeah one ranges from 0 to 1. Without loss of generality, in the majority of asesour olour measures will refer to a single omponent of the spetrum.Let us onsider the probability of eah image plane ray as its olour frationwith respet to the sum of the olours of all the rays. Thus, the image planeolour entropy is given by HT = � NXi=1 ri log ri (5)where N is the total number of image plane rays, and ri represents the olourfration of ray i.If P is the number of pixels of the image plane, then N =PPi=1Npi, whereNp is the number of rays traversing a pixel. Thus, pixel olour entropy isde�ned by H = � NpXi=1 pi log pi (6)



where pi represents the olour fration of ray i with respet to the sum of theolours of all the rays passing through a pixel. Obviously, pixel entropy rangesfrom 0 to logNp, and maximum pixel entropy is obtained when the olour ofall the pixel rays is the same.Using the properties of entropy [3℄ it is easy to see that image plane entropyand pixel entropy an be related in the following way:HT = PXi=1 qiHi � PXi=1 qi log qi = PXi=1 qiHi +HI (7)where qi = PNpij=1 rj is the importane (sum of probabilities) of pixel i, Hi isthe olour entropy of pixel i, and HI is the importane entropy of the imageplane alulated from the importane of eah pixel.Thus, the global entropy of the image plane is the sum of all the pixel en-tropies, weighted by the importane of eah pixel, and the importane entropyobtained from the importane of eah pixel.We an also observe that the entropy inreases with the number of rays. Inorder to give a pixel quality measure between 0 and 1, the pixel entropy anbe normalized with logNp. Thus, pixel olour quality of a olour omponentan be de�ned by Q = HlogNp (8)If we onsider all the olour omponents, the pixel olour quality an be givenby Q = Pni=1Qin (9)where n is the number of olour omponents. Thus, pixel olour quality an beinterpreted as a measure of the olour homogeneity or uniformity of the rayspassing through the pixel. This measure will enable us to de�ne, in the nextsetion, a new olour ontrast measure for pixel supersampling. Note that thelarger the number of rays the more aurate the quality measure.Figure 1(b) uses a temperature map (the red olour orresponds to thehighest quality, the blue olour to the lowest) to show the olour quality of allthe pixels of an image. We an observe a low olour quality in shadow areasand edges.3.2 Pixel geometri entropySimilar onepts introdued in the above setion an be de�ned in this onewith respet to a geometri measure. In order to avoid repetitions we will onlygive the most basi de�nitions.



The geometri information of eah ray is given by the angle � whih thenormal forms at the hit point with the ray and by the distane d between thispoint and the eye. We take os �d2 as a geometri fator of a ray [12℄. This valueprovides a geometri quality measure of a sene point from the observer pointof view.Let us onsider the probability of eah image plane ray as its geometrifration, with respet to the sum of the geometri fators of all the rays.Thus, image plane geometri entropy is given byHgT = � NXi=1 ri log ri (10)where ri represents the geometri fration of ray i.Pixel geometri entropy is de�ned byHg = � NpXi=1 pi log pi (11)where pi represents the geometri fration of ray i with respet to the sum ofthe geometri fators of all the rays traversing a pixel.Finally, pixel geometri quality is de�ned byQg = HglogNp (12)In �gure 1() we show the geometri quality of eah pixel of an image witha gray saled map (the highest entropy orresponds to the darkest part, thelowest entropy to the lightest). Observe that the edges have a very low entropyand are very well emphasized.
(a) Referene image (b) Colour quality () Geometri qualityFigure 1: (a) The referene image has been obtained with 8 rays per pixel. (b)Pixel olour Q and () geometri Qg qualities orresponding to �gure (a) areshown with temperature and gray saled maps respetively.4 Pixel ontrast measuresIn this setion we present new pixel ontrast measures based on pixel entropy.As the entropy represents the homogeneity of the information brought bak



by the rays rossing a pixel, we an de�ne a simple measure whih expressesthe diversity or ontrast of a pixel.4.1 Pixel olour ontrastAs we have seen, Hi represents the entropy or the degree of olour homogeneityof pixel i. From this measure, pixel olour ontrast is de�ned byC = 1�Q = 1� HlogNp (13)and represents the olour diversity or ontrast of a pixel. Obviously, C rangesfrom 0 to 1.We an also introdue the pixel binary ontrast from minimum and max-imum olour probabilities aptured by this pixel. This measure is obtainedfrom the binary entropy HB of these values. So, pixel olour binary ontrastis de�ned by CB = 1�HB (14)where HB = H( pminpmin+pmax ; pmaxpmin+pmax ) and pmin, pmax represent the probabil-ities orresponding to the minimum and maximum olours respetively. Ob-viously, HB and CB range between 0 and 1. This is a partiular ase of Cbeause binary ontrast only takes into aount the minimum and maximumvalues. As we will see in our experiments, this binary measure yields moreradial ontrast than C.Similarly to [8, 6, 13℄, we an obtain the global olour ontrast of a pixelby averaging all the olour omponent ontrasts weighted by their respetiveimportanes (olour average). This avoids oversampling on the areas withsmall olour values.Considering all the olour omponents, we de�ne the global pixel olourontrast C = Pni=1 �iCi iPni=1 �i (15)and the global pixel olour binary ontrastCB = Pni=1 �iCBiiPni=1 �i (16)where the oeÆients �i weigh their respetive olour omponent and i isthe olour average (of omponent i) of all the pixel rays. In an RGB system,the olour ontrast measures (CRGB and CRGBB ) have three omponents withoeÆients �r, �g and �b. As in [8, 13℄, all the ontrast measures alulatedin this paper take �r = 0:4, �g = 0:3 and �b = 0:6 (see setion 2).



In �gures 2 and 3 we show di�erent olour ontrast temperature maps.These maps ompare the heuristis (2) used in [13℄ (�gures 2(b) and 3(b))with measures C (�gures 2() and 3()) and CB (�gures 2(d) and 3(d)). Wean observe these measures present very good behaviour in ritial areas (repre-sented by warm olours) like objet edges and shadow ontours. With respetto �gures 2(b) and 3(b), our measures are more disriminating, speially thebinary ontrast.
(a) Referene image (b) Priority p

() Pixel olour ontrast C (d) Pixel olour binary ontrast CBFigure 2: The referene image (a) has been obtained with 8 rays per pixel.Temperature maps orrespond to p (b), C (), and CB (d).4.2 Pixel geometri ontrastAs we have seen, Hg represents the entropy or the degree of geometri homo-geneity of a pixel. From this measure, we de�ne the pixel geometri ontrastby Cg = 1�Qg = 1� HglogNp (17)Similarly to the above setion, we introdue the pixel binary ontrast fromminimum and maximum geometri fator probabilities of this pixel. Thus,



(a) Referene image (b) Priority p
() Pixel olour ontrast C (d) Pixel olour binary ontrast CBFigure 3: The referene image (a) has been obtained with 8 rays per pixel.Temperature maps orrespond to p (b), C (), and CB (d).pixel binary ontrast is given byCgB = 1�HgB (18)where HgB = H( pminpmin+pmax ; pmaxpmin+pmax ) is the binary entropy of the minimumand maximum geometri fator probabilities, pmin and pmax.A third ase an also be onsidered, the logarithmi di�erene ontrast,CgL = log pmax � log pmin = log pmaxpmin (19)where pmin and pmax are the minimum and maximum geometri fator prob-abilities of a pixel. This measure has been introdued in [11℄ and is based onthe de�nition of the mutual information of a line. As we will see, CgL alsoshows a good behaviour.In �gures 4(a,b,) and 5(a,b,) we show di�erent geometri ontrast maps.These maps are ompared with a depth di�erene heuristis (3) shown in�gures 4(d) and 5(d). It an be seen that our measures apture the majority ofedges beause we take into aount two omponents: distane and orientation.



(a) Geometri ontrast Cg (b) Geometri binary ontrast CgB
() Logarithmi ontrast CgL (d) Depth di�erene pdFigure 4: The referene image 2(a) has been obtained with 8 rays per pixel.Gray maps orrespond to Cg (a), CgB (b), CgL, and pd (d).4.3 Pixel olour{geometry ontrastFinally, a ombination of olour and geometri ontrasts is onsidered. Thisombination enables us to graduate, with a oeÆient Æ between 0 and 1, theinuene of both measures and is given byC = ÆC + (1� Æ)Cg (20)This ombination an be made with any type of pixel olour ontrast andgeometri ontrast. In general, good behaviour has been shown with binaryontrasts (olour and geometri), and Æ = 15 .In �gure 6, we show two di�erent ombinations omparing priority values(�gure 6(a)) to our measures (�gure 6(b)).5 SupersamplingIn this setion, we apply the new de�ned ontrast measures to supersampling instohasti ray traing. A very simple supersampling tehnique, proportional



(a) Geometri ontrast Cg (b) Geometri binary ontrast CgB
() Logarithmi ontrast CgL (d) Depth di�erene pdFigure 5: The referene image 3(a) has been obtained with 8 rays per pixel.Temperature maps orrespond to Cg (a), CgB (b), CgL (), and pd (d).to the respetive temperature map, is used to show the behaviour of thesemeasures.In �gure 7(a) we show a supersampling image obtained with an averageof 32 rays per pixel in the following way. First, a uniform sampling with 8rays per pixel has been made in order to obtain the temperature map of �gure7(b). And seond, this map has been used in the supersampling proess withan average of 24 rays per pixel. The ontrast measure used is a olour andgeometry ombination with Æ = 0:5 based on binary ontrasts. This meansthat the more ritial the area, the more supersampled it is (warm olours),and the less ritial, the more undersampled (ool olours, with a minimumof 8 rays per pixel). Two detail regions are ompared from the supersamplingimage in �gure 7(a) and a similar image obtained by uniform sampling with 32rays per pixel: supersampling (�gures 7(,e)) and uniform sampling (�gures7(d,f)) images. We an observe a noise diminution in the supersampled regions,and a better representation of shadow ontour and edges.
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(a) Supersampling image (b) Supersampling map used in (a)
() Region from (a) (d) Uniform sampling image region
(e) Region from (a) (f) Uniform sampling image regionFigure 7: Supersampling image (a) with an average of 32 rays per pixel, ob-tained using the temperature map in (b), alulated with the �rst 8 rays.Detail regions from (a) are shown in () and (e). They are ompared with thesame regions, (d) and (f) respetively, taken from an uniform sampling imagewith 32 rays per pixel.


